What to expect at a NEFF
demo
With NEFF demonstrations taking place throughout the country,
now is the perfect time to reserve your spot and learn more
about the range of NEFF products. If you’re unsure about
whether it’s worth your time to come along to a demonstration,
we’ll help you to understand a little bit more clearly what is
involved and what you can expect to get out of attending.
What happens in a NEFF demonstration?

Our demonstrations can be a great
introduction to NEFF appliances or
the perfect refresher for those
wanting to ensure they’re using their
current products to their full
potential.

Our product demonstrations are a unique opportunity to
experience some of NEFF’s appliances in action – all while
sampling delicious food. Our experience demonstrators will give
you a feel for how the appliances are used, the benefits of
functions that are unique to NEFF products and tips for preparing
your own delicious meals.
They’ll take you through the recipes they’re creating, fill you in on
the features they’re using and give you a chance to try them (the
recipes and the appliances) for yourself. With a full belly, you’ll
leave excited about the possibilities NEFF appliances hold in
store for your cooking.
Where are the NEFF demonstrations held?
There are demonstration locations throughout the country, and
you can search for one near you on our demonstrations page.
They’re held at varying locations, including the NEFF Kitchen at
South Melbourne Market in Victoria to the test kitchens of our
retail partners.
Who runs the NEFF demonstrations?
When you attend a NEFF demonstration, a cooking specialist and
NEFF enthusiast will be your guide. Each of our demonstrators is
an experienced cook, with a passion for cooking that shines
through in all of their recipes.
How long are the demonstrations?
Your demonstration will run for two to three hours, but don’t
worry, you’ll be well fed during that time.
Can I just turn up?
Our official product demonstrations have strictly limited spaces,
so it is essential that you reserve your place. However, some of
our retail partners have set times where a NEFF expert is
available in-store. These are not actual product demonstrations,

but a chance for you to quickly speak to an expert or ask your
burning questions. Check out our demonstrations page for more
information about the upcoming locations and booking
requirements.
How much do they cost?
Our product demonstrations are free for you to attend.
What products can I see?
Our demonstrations are designed to show you delicious recipes
that can be made across a range of products, including
FullSteam ovens and Induction Cooktops. When making your
booking, let your demonstrator know which products you’re
interested in seeing and they’ll be sure to include them in the
line-up for the day.
For more information about NEFF product demos or to search for
one happening near you, visit our demonstrations page.
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